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by Gabrielle Pollock
Opinion Editor

The beloved family-owned business Gilley’s Coffee Shop closed its 
doors on Sun., Sept. 30, after 36 years of business. Often recognized 
for its forest green awning along Santa Cruz Avenue, Gilley’s served 
classic breakfast and lunch favorites. 

The Berman family, who owned Gilley’s, are closing the treasured 
spot due to family obligations. Andres Berman, son of Gilley’s owner, 
stated that, “My mother is not doing so well right now. We need to 
be home to take care of her. And it’s just too difficult to juggle both 
at the same time.”

The Berman’s bought the quaint cafe 26 years ago and dedicated 
their time to running an old school restaurant where generations of 
families could come and enjoy a homestyle meal.

Gilley’s Coffee closes after 36 years

Rosalio Vargas paints to inspire others
by Sami Linden & Ashley Hagar
Graphics Designer and People Editor 

You’ve probably seen artist Rosalio Vargas walking around down-
town Los Gatos, covered head-to-toe in splattered paint, or witnessed 
his equally paint-covered vehicle drive down the block. However, 
you might not know that Vargas’ career began here in the Bay Area, 
specifically in San Jose. From a young age, Vargas felt that he did 
not fit in with the standard education system. For him, class was “a 
box” where he was forced to sit still for too long. 

At seven years old, a psychiatrist diagnosed Vargas’ inability to 
“sit still” as severe ADHD. Doctors prescribed him medication from age 
seven until he was 18 years old, and during this time he focused on 
“creating and communicating through [his] art.” When Vargas was 16, 
he fell in love with graffiti. He enjoyed making a statement with art 
larger than a regular piece of paper, and found another community 
of artists he was able to connect with.

However, it was because of his graffiti that Vargas went to juvenile 
detention for a year. But even after his sentence, Vargas did not stop 
sharing his creativity through his favorite medium: a spray paint 
bottle. He continued creating graffiti art until the San Jose police 
raided his house with a warrant and sent him to county jail for another 
year. Within these detention facilities, Vargas witnessed a “dark world” 
of corruption and abuse, leading him to form a new perspective on 
art and his own life.

Like many of the kids his age, Vargas felt that he was “a young 
boy whose voice was muted” throughout his adolescent years. After 
graduating high school, Vargas wanted to turn his negative childhood 
around and decided to move away from California. He moved to Waikiki, 
and lived there for two and a half years working in factories, modeling, 
and acting; this was his idea of self-education. As companies began 
to ask Vargas for his branding and PR services, he chose to follow 
up with one in Melbourne, Australia, marketing children’s books on 
climate change. At the same time he also began to “play” with paint-
ing, explaining that he always “stuck with art–painting–because that’s 
what [he] liked best. It’s explorative.”

In Australia, collectors learned about Vargas’ art and immediately 
took interest. People began purchasing his pieces left and right, each 
one selling more than the previous one, reaching upwards of 5,000 

dollars. Vargas commented, “I was really surprised. I never went to 
school; I was punished for my behavior, but here I was selling all this 
artwork.” After Australia, Vargas picked up his belongings and ventured 
to Bali and Sunshine Coast for another two and a half years.

Culture

SPLATTER: Vargas admires his hard work after decorating another car with style. 
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A few months ago, Vargas returned home to California. He lived in 
Cats Estate in Los Gatos for an additional two and a half years, then 
San Francisco, Half Moon Bay, San Diego, and ultimately Hollywood 
for some time. Here, Vargas hoped to develop new schools and teaching 
methods, continue painting, and create his own business. However, 
he soon realized these were too many ambitions to juggle at once. He 
described it as “walking three tightropes at once,” and transitioned to 
“focus what [he loves] to do and depend on [himself].” With this new 
mindset, Vargas put all his effort towards his artwork. This was when 
he really developed his unique painting style. Influenced by Jackson 
Pollock, Vargas uses a splatter technique bright and pastel colors to 
provoke happier and lighter emotions and thoughts. 

One day, a can of white paint spilled in the back of Vargas’ beloved 
BMW sedan. Vagas had always taken great care of the car, so, when 
the paint flooded onto the leather seats, he initially panicked. On the 
other hand, he thought: “I’m an artist, I should just go with it.” From 
then on, Vargas embraced the white paint, eventually painting the 
entire interior of the car. 

For a while, only the interior of the car was painted. But when 
Vargas needed to fix a small piece of the exterior, he used paint instead 
of glue. The color did not perfectly match the rest of the exterior. In 
response, Vargas decided to splatter the entire car, and continued 
switching up the color until he reached over 20 coats of paint. The car 
serves as Vargas’ personal statement and platform; it’s a place where he 
can showcase his eccentric personality. His favorite part of owning the 
vehicle is when people’s face lights up as they admire the work of art. 

On Sept. 22, Vargas attended the Wine Walk in downtown Los 
Gatos where he painted another car in front an the audience. He also 
has his work hanging in Los Gatos hair salons and art galleries and 
commissioned a mural for YogaSource. Overall, Vargas’ goal is to “bring 
the arts back into Los Gatos.” Make sure to keep an eye out for Vargas 
strolling down the sidewalk in his painted suit as well as his car and 
artwork throughout town. 

TIME’S UP: Gilley’s officially closed after decades of service to the community.  

Many are distraught about the news of Gilley’s due to many mom 
and pop shops in Los Gatos being taken over by chain businesses. 
Gilley’s was not only a place to eat, but a community of friends and 
family. Waitress Pam Davis and cook Antonio Cuaraque have both been 
working at Gilley’s for more than 20 years and are heartbroken to see 
the place leave. For many, Gilley’s was known for its eggs benedict 
and David Berman giving the customers a welcoming smile as they 
filed in every day. 
     During Gilley’s final days, The Bermans spent their time with loyal 
customers who piled into the small restaurant and filled it with more 
laughter and memories. Recalling various stories amongst customers, 
the Bermans explained how many long time customers are more like 
an extended family. Berman explained how, “It’s been hectic. But it’s 
been very emotional too because you’re saying goodbye to a lot of 
wonderful people.”
(Sources: CBS and Mercury News)

SMILE FOR THE CAMERA: Vargas poses next to his unique mobile art piece.  

CLOSED FOR BUSINESS: Gilley’s officaly closes its doors to the community.
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